
 

❓ We don’t have the room in our house for a rehearsal space! 

➜ You don’t need that much space! An 8’x8’ space will work for all of our classes! 

You can even take it outside - on your patio or yard will work too - our teachers will 

encourage them to make sure they’re using the space. 

  

❓ My child is on their device too much as it is.  I don’t want to add  

    one more thing on a screen. 

➜ During class, your child will not be staring passively at a screen.  They will be up 

and moving around, using their space, being creative, and silly, all while building skills 

and confidence in a safe space where creative risks are encouraged and celebrated!   

 

❓My child doesn’t do well with e-learning, so I don’t think they’ll  

   be able to pay attention to a virtual drama class.   

➜ How many times has your child told you they’re bored- even pre-COVID! If it’s 

something they enjoy, they’ll have the attention span for it.  Our teachers will be 

interacting with the students to engage them and have fun!   

❓How does the online experience compare to an in-person Drama  

   Kids class? 

➜ Our online classes follow the same routine as our in-person classes, bringing a 

level of comfort for students who are used to our in-person classes.  Instead of 

working in groups in a classroom, students are moved to break-out rooms to work 



together in our Zoom classroom.  During group performances, students are 

spotlighted so every child has an opportunity to shine.   

 

❓Do the activities change often enough that the routine doesn’t  

   get boring for kids? 

➜ Every single Drama Kids lesson is unique and changes every single week.  We often 

tell families that your child could take a Drama Kids class every single week for their 

entire school career and they would not take the same class twice.  Our curriculum 

advances in an age-appropriate way, both during an individual session and during a 

school year. 

 

❓Will my child get a chance to shine or just be part of the group? 

➜ Every child is given an opportunity during class to perform for the group.  No child 

is ever forced to perform if they aren’t yet comfortable. Typically, after a few classes, 

most children feel comfortable enough to perform for the class.   

 

❓Who should take an Online Class? 

➜ We have found that all children can benefit from an online class. The reasons we’ve 

heard include advancing their drama skills, helping with public speaking, or learning 

a new skill, just to name a few!   Shy students feel more confident to take risks when 

they are allowed to act up with their microphone muted.  We also find that outgoing 

students have an outlet to unleash their imaginations!  All types of learners benefit 

from having their own belongings close by to add props to a scene! 

 

❓How do I choose which class is right for my child? 

➜ Our courses have an age-appropriate curriculum. Our Curriculum writers are highly 

trained in producing creative, fun, and interactive lessons.  Age guidelines for our 

current online classes are: 

 



- Lower Primary: ages 5-8  

- Upper Primary: ages 8-11  

- Acting Academy: ages 11-15 

 

❓I see I am late in registering for the class, what should I do!? 

➜ Call us! It is never too late to join! We will welcome your child into a Creative Drama 

or Acting Academy class at any point in the session.  You can call, text, or email our 

office. We can prorate your tuition for the classes you have missed already. The one 

exception to this is our Take 2 program.  Due to the nature of casting, you must sign 

up for a Take 2 class at the start of the session.   

 

❓Will I need to sit with my child for online classes? 

➜  No! All we ask is that you help your child set up the Zoom Account and log on.  

Once class starts, your child will be captivated by our award-winning curriculum and 

interactive teaching.  

 

❓How many children are in a class? Will my child get lost? 

➜ In an online environment, we cap the class at just 15 students.  This is the 

maximum number to allow for a collaborative class.  Our teachers are trained to 

ensure that every child is engaged and active during all classes.  In-person classes at 

this time are limited to just 15 students as well to allow for social distancing.   

 

❓What is the difference between Creative Drama and Acting  

   Academy? 

➜ Creative Drama teaches the basics of acting through fun theatre games and drama 

activities. Without even realizing it, kids are learning how to speak clearly and boldly, 

how to walk confidently in their own bodies, and how to work as a team, all while 

playing pretend! Creative Drama students learn to tell engaging and wonderful stories 



with ease and confidence, use their movements creatively to create different 

characters, process their own emotions, and empathize with others. 

➜ Acting Academy builds on skills from Creative Drama and teaches more advanced 

acting techniques through fun theatre games, individual character work, and group 

activities. In this class for older students, we focus on how to work effectively as an 

ensemble. Additionally, the students will create scenes, work on scripts, improvise, 

and more. Through learning these acting skills, students become equipped to handle 

stressful situations, adapt quickly to new environments, and use imagination and 

improvisation. 

 

❓What is Take 2? 

➜ Take 2 Performance Academy is for students who want an extra challenge that will 

end in a performance.  It typically is a longer class-time and session length to allow 

for rehearsals and more specific theatre instruction.  Drama Kids requires our Take 2 

students to also be enrolled in a Creative Drama or Acting Academy class, where the 

fundamentals of performance are taught.  This way we can focus on more advanced 

skills in the Take 2 program, no matter what show is being performed.   

 

❓Who is the Teacher? 

➜ Our teachers are all highly trained and qualified to teach our Drama Kids classes.  

Every Drama Kids teacher is background-checked through the school system and 

undergoes intense training in how to teach Drama Kids award-winning curriculum.  

Our teachers range from Artistic Directors at professional theatres to teachers who 

have both bachelor’s and master’s degrees in theatre to education majors with a love 

of theatre.  The one thing they all have in common is the belief that drama can unlock 

confidence and creativity in children. They are not afraid to be crazy and silly, allowing 

their students a safe space to do the same.  You can read about our current teachers 

on our website. 

 

 



 

❓How much does it cost? 

➜ Our online classes are $99 for a six-week course, one 45-minute class per week.  

 

❓When will Drama Kids be back on school campuses? 

➜ As soon as schools feel it is safe to allow outside programs to be back on their 

campus, we will be there.  Drama Kids continues to hold in-person classes at 

community locations and will stick to the COVID procedures that we laid out at the 

start of the pandemic.  Thankfully, our curriculum allows for social distancing while 

still being creative and having fun!   

 

 

 

 

 


